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Nature 2 Express from Zodiac,
your questions answered
1. With Nature 2 Express, will pool maintenance be different 
in any way?
Yes. Nature 2 Express reduces very considerably the need for pool 
chemicals and general upkeep. The water is controlled 
and cleaned as before, but the filter will stay a lot cleaner 
and it will be very much easier to obtain the right water balance.

2. But do I still need to use chlorine?
You’ll need to use a small amount of slow-acting chlorine which
works so as to disinfect the water in synergy with the minerals
provided by Nature 2 Express and oxidise all the particles that are
eliminated. With Nature 2 Express, we recommend a very low chlorine
content, which won’t even be noticed by the people using the pool.

3. When do I need to carry out shock chlorination?
You won’t need to do this as a routine preventive measure, 
but only if the water turns cloudy. Besides that, when you put in 
a new cartridge, you will need shock chlorination to activate it.

4. Can it be used with other products?
Yes. Nature 2 Express can be used with most standard products, 
except for bromine based treatments, chlorine free disinfectants 
of the biguanide type (PHMB) or products containing copper. 
And if necessary you can always come back to standard chlorine
treatment any time you want.

5. Is Nature 2 Express a filter?
No. A filter’s job is to remove dirt and impurities. Nature 2 Express
cleans the water by destroying bacteria, algae and viruses that are 
too small to be caught by the filter. You need a combination 
of the two, a filter plus Nature 2 Express, with the filter working
exactly the same as it would without Nature 2 Express.

6. Is there anything likely to affect the life of the cartridge?
No. Filtration time, intensive use, high temperatures, 
none of these things affect the life or efficiency of the cartridge,
which remains active for six months in any private pool. 

7. Are the minerals safe, even in very small quantities?
The minerals used with Nature 2 Express are absolutely no threat 
to health, because they’re used in tiny concentrations which 
never under any circumstances increase (the system uses 
no electrical power and the minerals are only present in the form 
of trace elements).

Nature 2 Express: 
the easy way to treat your pool!
● Using for the first time: install the cartridge, shock chlorinate
your pool and maintain 3 days continuous filtration.
● There after, in regular treatment: 1 tablet (200 gr) of slow-acting
stabilised chlorine* per 60 m3 for 7 to 10 days (or equivalent 
in pellets, granules, etc).
● No need for shock chlorination, flocculation or anti-algae 
precautionary treatment; only carry out a shock chlorination 
if the water is cloudy.
● More stable pH, to be checked regularly.
(*: trichloroisocyanurate - average doses in normal weather conditions)

➜ For in-ground pools up 
to 75 m3 (or an average 10 x 5 m pool).

➜ Suits every pool with 
a Ø 50 mm pipe.

Zodiac, mastering the elements.
Renowned worldwide for the quality and reliability of its products
in the aeronautical and marine sectors, Zodiac has now brought
its expertise to swimming pools, to bring you a full range of pools,
automatic pool cleaners and water treatment systems. 
Backed by Nature 2 technology, expertise and experience, Zodiac
brings you the reassurance of top quality equipment in terms of
both design and performance. 
A real guarantee of efficiency and peace of mind!
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Install the Nature 2 Express mineral
water purifier yourself in just 10 minutes

to enhance your enjoyment of your pool.

Day after day,
less chlorine 
softer water.

ZODIAC POOL CARE EUROPE
Z.I. Est - 34, rue Francine Fromont
69120 VAULX-EN-VELIN
France

Tel. 33 (0)4 78 79 56 20
Fax 33 (0)4 78 79 56 29
www.zodiac-poolcare.com
info@zodiac-poolcare.com
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Nature 2 Express from
Zodiac, install it yourself !

Step 1 - Stop the pump. 
Fit the 2 parts of the collar 
to the hose using the 4 screws 
and nuts supplied.

Step 2 - Make a hole in the PVC
pipe using the cutting tool 
supplied and an electric drill.

Step 3 - Insert the flow sensor
into the hole and clip into position.

Step 4 - Push the top part 
of the purifier down 
over the collar.

Step 5 - Screw the cartridge 
inside the collar, restart the pump
and activate the cartridge.

With Nature 2 Express
from Zodiac, day after day,
softer water.

● On-going purifying action for a
whole 6 months. Requires no electrical
connections and no adjustments.

● Ceramic balls collect the particles
that the filter fails to stop, to clarify 
the water in your pool day after day 
for 6 months.

● Disinfectant mineral particles are 
distributed throughout the pool. 
These minerals are added in controlled
amounts and they combine with the
chlorine to enhance its effectiveness
against bacteria, algae and 
micro-organisms.

Nature 2 Express from Zodiac, 
exceptionnal water 
for the whole season.

● Natural, less chlorine, imperceptible
to the bather, no odour, no irritation 
to the skin or eyes.

● Clear all day long.

● Constant protection.

● More stable pH, less control.

Detailed instructions enclosed.
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